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The initial ~tudy of thi~ series (S) tested the
hypothesis Ihat frontal operates fail hoth
delayed alternation a nd delayed response
because they have ditliculty wilh the left-right
response choice which these Ia~ks ref)uire.
Spccifically, after the delay pcriod of cilher
task, the monkey is confrontcd with two con
tainers which are dislinguishahle only hy their
positions-one cup appears on the left, Ihe
other on the right. In delayed alternalion, for
example, the correct: mode of response is
simply to alternate belween the two cups; yet
the performance of fronlal operatcs rarely rises
above chance. In the earlier study, therefore,
frontal opcrates' performance on tradil ional
left-right alternation was compared with their
performancc on two variants of alternation. In
one variant, monkeys were trained 1.0 di~p'ace,

alternatcly, two cups arranged one above the
other-·an up-down alternation; in the olher,
they were t.raincd 10 alt.crnat.e between dis
placing and not displacing a single centered
cup (i.e., displace the cup on onc trial, leave
it alone on the next, di~placc it. on tlte Ihird
trial, and so on)-a "go-no-go" alt.ernation.
Results on t.he up-down prohlem, which
showed that frontal operates perform this task
as poorly as they perform the lraditional left
right alternat ion, disproved Ihe original
hypothesis.

On the "go-no-go" problcm, howevcr, the
~al11e opera tes ach ieved a performa nce level of
nearly 90 per ccnt corred. The first of the
present experiments was undertaken to deter
mine whether similar improvement would re
sult in frontal operates' delaycd-respollSe per
fonnance, if dclnyed response were vnried from
the traditional "left-right" task to a "go-no
go" task. Posilive results would permit an

1 This study I"as supported in part I,y a grant from
Contract 1)A·49-1"'7-1\II)-401 of the Army. The au
thors wish to thank Drs. 1\largarcl A. Varky, L. Wcis
krantz, and W. 1\. Wilson, Jr., for suggestions on pre
paring the nmnusnipt.

2 Now at the National Institute 01 Mental Health,
Bethesda, I\Iaryland.
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analysis, using additional delayed-response
varin lions, aimed at isolating the faclon; re
sponsihle for Ihe frontal opera tes' improved
performance. The second experiment proceeds
with Ihis nnalysi~.

METHOD

SIl~icc!s

Eight imnmturc macaqups were used throughout
this stud)': Four (LF 2, J, 5, andll) had hi lateral ante
rolnteral frontnl ablatiolls, nlld four (IT 4, 15, 26, and
37) had hilaleral inferotemporal ablations. All hut one
(IT 37) had served as Ss in the earlier experiment (5).
The data for the present experiment lI'ere gathered in
the interml four 1I10nths 10 nine months after operation.
Anntomical data on the four frontal and lour temporal
control operates may he found in references 5 and !I,
respective.!)'.

II PPO/'(/!IIS

The apparatus consisted of an enclosure didded ill to
two sections..·-nn unlit chnmher for the animal cage and
nn illumioated section for the testing tray, to lI'hich
either olle or tll'O cups were attached. A sliding plYII'ood
panel was lowered hetll'een the two sections to hide the
cups from the animal during the dclay period. A one
way..·vision screen concealed E when the sliding p:Ulel
was rai5cd.

EXPERIMENT I

All animals were trained on classical delayed
response and on the variation. Each lask was
presented by both the direct. method of cueing,
in which the animal is shown the correct cup
being baited with food, and by the indirect
method, in which the animal is shown an ob
ject signaling the baited cup.

Procedure
],/'{/dilinll"l, direct metf,od. For the traditiona I pro ..

cedure the sliding panel II'nS raise,l, a peanut was he'd
for an instant over the lelt or the right cup (these were
12 in. apart and heyond the animal's reach), the peanut
was dmpper! into it, and the cup covered with a lid. The
panel was lowered for 5 sec., the tray pushed forward,
and the panel raised again to permit the animal 10 re
spond. If the animal displaced the lid of the haited cup,
it ohtained t he reward.

F"rinlinll. dirat mctf",d. The variation on dc1al'Cd
response, :Ulalo,::otls to the variation on delnyed aller"na-
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tion used in the previous study, was presented in the
following way: The sliding panel was raised, a peanllt
was held for an instant over a sil/I:/e cel//ered ClIP (placed
beyond the animal's reach), dropped into the cup, and
~overed with the lid. The panel was lowered for 5 sec.,
the cup pushed forward, and the panel was raised to
permit response. This was a "go" trial; i.e., if the animal
displaced the lid it found the reward. On a "no-go"
trial, the panel was raised, E displayed an empty hand,
and closed the lid of the empty cup. The panel was
lowered for 5-sec. delay, the tray was pushed forward,
and the panel was raised again. If it displaced the lid (III

Illis Irial, S found the cuI' was empty. This "no-go"
trial was scored correct only if the animal did notmanip
ulate the lid in the 5 sec. permitted for response.

The "go" and "no-go" trials were presented in a pre
determined, balanced order, as were the "left" and
"right" trials in the t radit ional procedure. Fifty trials a
day, with delayed self-correction for errors, were pre
.sented for 500 trials on each task, unless the animal
attained the criterion of 90 correct in 100 trials hefore
this training limit was reached. Two animals from each
operate group received the traditional procedure first,
.and two received the variation first. In hoth tests the
intratrial delays were 5 sec., with the panel interposed,
and 5 sec. was permitled for response.

After completinll these two tasks, all animals were
given further training on Ihe variation presented hy the
direct method with longer intrat rial delays. Each animal
received 30 trials a day (with delayed self-correction for
errors) for three days. Within each daily session 1111

equal number of 5-, 10-, and 15-sec. delays were pre
sented in a predetermined, balanced order; at each de
lay, half the presentations were "go" trials and half were
"no-go" trials.

Tradiliol/al, il/dired me/llod. For traditional delayed
response presented by the indirect method, the stimu
lus ohject employed for half the animals was a round
.gray ash tray and for the other half, a square, colored
tohacco tin. In the predelay period, the ohject appeared
-on top of one of the two covered cups, indicating which
one contained the reward.

Varia/iol/, iI/direct method. For the variant procedure
hoth ohjects were used with each animal. When one
object (the same as that used in the traditional proce
dure) appeared on top of the single centered cup, it
irlllicated that the cup did Cllntain food and that the
·correct response was "go"; the other ohjec! indicated
that the cup did IIot contain food, and that the correct
response was "no gO."3

In hoth tests, the ohject was always removed during
the 5-sec. delay period. The two tests were again bal
anced for order, and in all other respects the training
procedures were identical 10 those used with the direct
method of haiting.

Rest/lis

The results, shown in Table 1, are I he same
for both the direct and indircct methods of

3 All the animals had heen trained previously in
·'go-no-go" l'is//al discrimilll//io// (9) using the same
two discriminanda.

TABLE

Results, Experiment 1

(Scores are numher of trials, including criterion
run, required to attain the criterion of 90 per cent
correct in 100 consecutive trials. A score of 500 trials
denotes failure to reach criterion, nnd is accompanied
by the per cent correct achieved in the final 100 trials
on that lask.)

Cue and
Traditional Response

Subjects Variation

Direct Indirect Direct Indirect
._-- ---

LF 2 500 (53) 500 (58) 120 100
1.1' 3 500 (56) 500 (63) 160 140
1.1' 5 500 (56) 500 (53) 250 210
LF 11 500 (49) 500 (58) 210 250
IT 4 lOO 100 140 100
IT 15 160 100 110 110
IT 26 250 180 130 100
IT 37 100 100 160 160

bait ing. On t radit ional delaycd response, all
control opcratcs attaincd Ihe YO pcr ccnl
criterion in less Ihan 250 trials; all fronlal
operales received 500 trials and still performed
at a chance level. On the variation procedures,
however, all operates, fronlals as well as con
trols, achieved criterion in less than 250 trials.
The controls averaged somewhat fewer trials
than the frontals on Ihe delayed response vari
ations, but there was considerable overlap
between the learning scores of Ihe Iwo groups.

The average percentage correct for the three
delay periods -on the variation presented by
the direct method (in Ihe order 5, 10, and 15
sec.) were as follows: Temporal operates-92,
92, and 88; fronlal operates-90, 81, and 79.
The frontal animals thus sho\~ed a somewhat
greatcr decrease in accuracy with increasing
delays, yet Ihey conlinucd to perform well
above chance at the longest delay interval. It
is of intcrest 10 nole that on Ihe varialion, 95
per cenl of Ihe tolal errors of both groups were
made on "no-go" I rials.

EXPERIMENT II

The delayed-response variation which the
frontal operates learned difTered in two major
respccts from classical delayed response, which
they failed to learn. Not only was the response
choice varied from the traditional "go left-go
right" to "go-no go," but the predelay cues
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TABI.E 2
Cue-Re~ponse Variations for Experiments I nnd II

Procedure

Rcspmr.<e I'aried, direct methad. A peanut was held
about 10 in. to the left ar to the right of a single, cen
tered, closed cup. For half the animals (h\'O from each
group) hait on the left indicated that, following delay,
the correct response was "go", whereas hait on the right
indicated that, following delay, the correct response
was "no go" (i.e., the single Clip was empty). The other
animals were trained with these cue-response relation
ships reverser),

Clle mried, direct mel/Ind. A peanut or an emply hand
wa~ displayed between two closed cups. For half the
animal~, hait inrlicated that, after delay. the correct
response wa~ "go left," whereas an empty hand indi
cated that the correct response was "go right." The
other animals were trained with these relationships
reverser),

were varicd from Ihe trad itional "bait Icft
bait right" to "bait-no bait." The differcnces
may be paraphrased this way: Instead of
c.hoosing where to go on the basi!! of where the
cue had been presented, the animal must now
choose whether to go on the basis of which cue
had been presented. The following experiment
was designed to answer which of these two
variat ions, the change in the cuc or Ihe change
in response choice, was more effeci ive in
eliciting successful performance by Ihe anlero
fronlal operates.

'fable 2 presenls a Iwo-hy-t wo classifica
lion, indica ting the clle-response combinat ions
which define classical (upper left) and variant
(lower right) delayed response a!! lIsed in the
first experiment, togelher with the two new
variations presented in the present experiment.
Specifically, the traditional cueing by "bait
left-bait right" was combined with the variant
response choice, "go-no go" (upper right in
the table); also the variant cueing by
"hail-no hait" was combined wilh the tra
ditional response choice, "go lefl-go right
(lower left). As before, the Iask!! were presented
firsl by the {lirect method of bailing and then
by Ihe indirect meth{){1.

Respon~e

Rrsrtlls

The animals' learning scores and linal per
formance on each lask are shown in Table 3.
In general. this series of four problems was
more diflicult thun were Ihe problems presented
in the first experiment. Indeed, on the response
varied task wilh indirect baiting, no control or
frontal operate attained criterion within the
limits of training. However, on the response
varied task with direct baiting, t.hree temporal
operates eventually achieved 90 per cent (and
Ihe fourth, 83 per cent) correct performance,
whereas none of the frontal operates met this
criterion. The scores of the front.al animals are
nearly comparable to those of t.he controls for
those tasks in which only the cue was varied.
With indirect baiting, three of the four frontal
animals learned the cue-varied delayed re
sponse, and in approximately the same number

Re.!pol/.!e mried, iI/direct metllnd. The stimulus object,
either a tobacco tin or an ash tray, was the same as that
used in the first experiment. The object (tohncco tin for
four animals, and ash tray for the four others) wns
placed approximately to in. to the left or to the right of
a singel, centered, dosed cuI'. For half the animals. an
ohjed on the left indicated that, following delay, the
correct response was "go," whereas the same object on
the right indicated that, following delay, the correct
response was "no go." For the other animals these cue
response relationships "'ere reversed.

Cue t'ar;ed, ilfdirect method. This task was presented
first hy the folloll'inll: method: The tohacco tin or ash
tray wns plnced in a ccntral position, halfway hetween
two closed cup~; for half the animals the tobacco tin
indicatcd that, after delay, the correct response was "go
left," whereas the ash tray indicated that, after delny,
the correct re~ponse was "go right." The other animals
were trained with these relationships reversed. None of
the animals showed any indication of learning this task
aftcr 200 trials, and it was apparent from ohserving their
hehavior that they were not reacting to the centrally
placcd stimulus. The procedure was therefore modified
after 200 trials (the~e ZOO Irials were not included in the
final score~) hy placing the tobacco tin or the ash tray
Olf the left cup for four animals and Olf the right for the
other four. For the animals that were presented with the
stimuli on the left cup, the ash tray indicated that the
corrcct response was "go left." whereas the tobacco tin
indicated that the correct response was "go right." For
the animnls that were presented with the objects on the
right cup, the tohacco tin indicated that the correct
response was "go right," whereas the ash tray indicated
that the correct rcsponse "'as "go left."

The two prohlems presented hy the direct method
wcrc balanced for order, as were the t,,·o problems pre
sented hy the indirect method, and in all ot.her respccts
the training methods were ident.ical to those lIsed in the
first experiment.

Whether
(I cup)

Respon~e varied
Cue and response

varied

Where
(2 cups)

Cla~sical

Cue varied

---------_.-.._--

Where (I cue)
Which (2 cues)

(ue
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TABLE 3

Results, Expcrimcnt Il
(Scores are numher ur trials, including criterion run,

required to attain the criteriun or 90 per cent correct
in JOO consecutive trials. A score or 50() trials denotes
failure to reach the criterion, and is accompanied hy
the per cent correct achieved in the final 100 trials
on that task .)

Response Varied Cue Varied
Suhjects ------- ----- .-.-----------

Direct Indirect Direct Indirect
---~--

._----_.. ---------
LF 2 500 (75) 500 (65) 250 330
1.1·3 500 (52) 500 (48) 500 (74) 450
LF 5 500 (50) 500 (53) 500 (74) 500 (49)
LF II 500 (53) 500 (50) 250 100
IT4 450 500 (54) 140 130
IT 15 500 (83) 500 (48) 290 100
IT 26 420 500 (54) 500 (75) 470
IT 37 430 500 (50) 500 (72) 210

--------_.

of trials as the four controls. With direct bait
ing, the frontal operates again performed at
approximately the same level as controls
though only two animals from each group at~
tained the 90 per cent criterion, the others
achieving a performance level of approximately
75 per cent correct.

DISCUSSION

The surprisingly small number of trials
taken by frontal operates to reach criterion
performance on the cue-and-response variation
of delayed respo/lse, supports the finding of suc
cessful performance on a variation of delayed
alternation used in the earlier study (5). This
striking achievement of frontal operates in a
delay situation differs from that obtained with
experimental manipulations which have been
attempted in the past, in that criterion per
formance was quickly established in all oper-

. ates. Elimination of interference factors during
delay (4), use of predelay reinforcement (I),
and injection of barbiturates (6, 8) have not
consistently improved performance to a con
trollevelj and in most instances, the improve
ment that did occur appeared only after
lengthy training. In the cue-and-response
varied problem described in the present study,
all frontal operates attained a level of 90 per
cent. correct in less than 250 Irials, and they
contlllued to perform well above chance with
relatively long intratrial delays.

Results of the subsequent experimental

analysis of this task suggest thai the rapid
learning by the frontal animals was due largely
to the change from a positional to a nonposi
tional cue. That is, the frontals performed
nearly as well as wnt rols whenever a single
cue presented in one of two places was re
placed by one of two cues presented in a single
place. This analysis of the frontal operates'
performance is not wnclusive, however, be
cause of the difficulty of the tasks in Experi
ment 2 and because of the extensive training
provided previously on similar tasks. Never
theless, the results suggest that varying the
predelay cue is relatively more effective than
varying the response choice for eliciting correct
delayed response in frontal operates.

These findings are important in connection
with various hypotheses advanced to account
for the impairment produced by anterofrontal
lesions. For example, this impairment has been
characterized recently asa "loss of act inhibi
tion" (to). The facility with which frontal
operates learned to avoid the food-cup com
pletely in certain of the "go-no-go" procedures
seems to contradict this hypothesis. Explana
tions relating specifically 10 frontal operates'
performance on delayed response have
ascribed 1he deficit to failure in one-trial learn
ing, i.e., failure whcn competing response
tendenCies are established on successive trials
0, 7), to increased retroactive inhibition (4),
or simply to a "defect of recent memory" (2).
Yet, the present results indicate that frontal
animals perform successfully tasks which are
indistinguishable from the traditional tasks in
terms of the conditionality and delay feat ures
on which the conceptions of impairment in
one-trial learning and recent memory arc
based.

The present studies were not undertaken as
a specific test of any of these hypotheses, and
thc evidcnce of successful performance on a
variant of delayed response does not refute
them. However, the fact Ihat frontal operates
show lillie or no impairment in the perform
ance of a delayed-response task when it is
altered simply by varying the predelay cues
suggests that the (predelay) stimulus param
eter is as important as are the parameters of
conditionality and of delay for an adequate
conreptlla Iii!:a t ion of the impaired behavior
resulting from frontal Icsions.


